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Geita Gold Mining Limited
at the fore front of
ecosystem restoration

GGML Contributed 500
Cement Bags to Support
the Construction of the
Regional Mosque

On 5th June every year, the
world celebrates environment
day for the purpose of raising
awareness and encouraging
action towards the protection
of the environment across
the globe.

GGML supports the Mining
Commission in the 45th
International Trade Fair
Exhibition in Dar es Salaam
At the 45th International Trade
Fair Exhibition in Dar es
Salaam, Geita Gold Mining
Limited (GGML) committed
TZS 50 million to cover the
costs of partitioning,
decorating and renovating
the pavilion allocated to the
Mining Commission by the
Board of External Trade. The
event this year attracted over
3000 local and foreign
companies from 28th June to
13th July 2021.

This sizeable contribution will
aid the construction of what will
be the first regional mosque,
serving the surrounding areas
of Geita town, that once
completed will have an
estimated capacity of 2,500 and
be able to accommodate both
female and male worshipers
simultaneously.

Geita Gold Mine Scoops the
Award for Best Quarterly
Performer and Operational
Excellence for Q2 2021.
Safety is our first priority and
throughout the quarter we
have continued to improve
our safety performance
across our operations. It is
with great pleasure that we
congratulate our employees,
contractors, and
management of Geita Mine,
as the recipient of the Best
Quarterly Performer and
Operational Excellence for
Q2 2021, for exemplifying
AngloGold Ashanti values.
Congratulations!

School children at the Mine
have joined the COVID-19
awareness campaign

GGML’s Environmental Monitoring Technician,
Adili Lukumai attaching a diffusion tube on
a triangle holder to monitor nitrogen dioxide
in the environment.

Exhibitors at the 45th International Trade Fair sponsored
by GGML

GGML was a runner for the Best Quarterly Performer
and Operational Excellence for Q2 2021.

Geita Gold International
School is located at the
heart of Mchauru
Village.

VALUES
Safety is our
first value.

We treat each
other with dignity
and respect.

We are accountable for our
actions and undertake to deliver
on our commitments.

We want the communities and societies
in which we operate to be better off for
AngloGold Ashanti having been there.

We value
diversity.

We respect
the environment.
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Losing a Loved One from the Pandemic: Elizabeth
Karua’s COVID-19 Testimony

T

he most drastic and life
changing consequences of
the COVID-19 pandemic I
have encountered to date
was losing the life of my beloved
father, my friend, my mentor and the
only man who made me who I am
today.
What was more tragic about his
death is that it could have been
avoided if it weren’t for the pandemic
overwhelming the health system. A
similar situation has been experienced
the world over, resulting in people
dying from otherwise treatable
illnesses. At the hospital, I was taken
aback to find my mom whisked away
from the ICU and my dad’s hand still
soft and warm looking very calm.
“It only just happened, we tried
resuscitation but in vain,” said the
doctor.
When it started in Wuhan, China I
thought it was a fairy tale that would
end in China. I never thought that I
would be directly impacted by this
pandemic. I can honestly say that
I have never experienced an event
with such a drastic impact on how
we live and work as the COVID-19
pandemic. Now more than ever,
we must do the right things and be
prepared to take steps beyond what
we are typically required to do.
Why am I sharing this?
• Because I have decided to turn my
traumatic event, anger and sadness
into spreading awareness about
COVID 19. I witnessed the worst at
the hospital where all the intensive
care units (ICUs) were full; everyday a
body being taken out and some days
bodies.

Elizabeth Karua - Legal Counsel
• Because the virus is in our (GGM)
midst. Maybe some of you thought
it was in Dar es Salaam, but it is
here too. Doctors and other frontline
workers have committed themselves
tirelessly to ensure our safety and
wellness. We have witnessed patients
dying in other places due to resourceallocation; we don’t want to get there.
• Because now is NOT the time to
meet up with friends at the bar or
dine out or celebrate birthdays and
weddings or any other get-togethers
which are not necessary. I promise
you; the celebrations can wait.
• Because each one of us needs to
do his/her part to flatten the curve
and prevent the growing spread.
Some people show no symptoms
and may be spreading the virus

unknowingly. We don’t know who has
it and who doesn’t. Neither do we
have the resources to test everyone.
Measures are for everyone: the
elderly, youth and children.
If we do our part and pray for God’s
grace, we all can survive this. We have
the strength. Soon, we will celebrate
a new dawn, full of promise.
Lastly, I would like to end my testimony
with a quote from Philippians 4:6, “Do
not be anxious about anything, but in
everything by prayer and supplication
with thanksgiving let your request
be made known to God. And the
peace of God which surpasses all
understanding, will guard your hearts
and your minds in Christ Jesus.”

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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Geita Gold Mining Limited at the fore front
of ecosystem restoration.

O

n 5th June every year,
the
world
celebrates
environment
day
for
the purpose of raising
awareness and encouraging action
towards the protection of the
environment across the globe. The
theme this year was “Ecosystem
restoration” which called for the
recovery of ecosystems that have
been degraded by activities such as
pollution and deforestation.
Geita Gold Mining Limited (GGML) as
a responsible corporate citizen who
values and respects the environment
is committed to continually improving
gold production processes in order
to prevent pollution, minimize waste,
increase carbon efficiency and make
efficient use of natural resources
as well as developing innovative
solutions to mitigate environmental
and climate risks.
“GGML commemorates this day by
providing awareness to employees
and contractors, providing tree
seedlings, and conducting awareness
programs through media outlets with
a purpose of supporting initiatives to
restore the ecosystem. Restoration
can be growing trees, greening cities,
regenerating gardens, changing diets,
or cleaning up rivers and coasts,”
explains GGML’s Vice President
(Sustainability), Simon Shayo.
He added, “This year’s theme
reminds us of the importance of the
ecosystem in our lives. We all have
witnessed ecosystem destruction due
to various human activities such as
land clearing and pollution. Everyone
should be aware that without the
ecosystem, life on earth would not
exist therefore there is a crucial need
for ecosystem restoration.”
The Company continues to undertake

Casual laborers taking part in a rehabilitation exercise to restore cleared trees
at GGML.
safe mining practices hence the
conduction of environmental baseline
risk assessment prior to mining
activities in order to determine
risks and hazards and put in place
mitigations measures. Likewise,
the Company undertakes a daily
monitoring of the environment across
the mine and nearby villages in order
to ensure both fauna and flora are safe
in the hydrosphere and atmosphere.
At the national level, the GGML Vice
President - Sustainability (Simon
Shayo) represented the Company

in the ceremony for launching of
a special national campaign on
environmental conservation and
sanitation, of which the Guest of
Honour was Dr. Philip Isdor Mpango,
the Vice President of the United
Republic of Tanzania.
It is pertinent that the Company’s
Vice President – Sustainability was
recently appointed by the Minister
of State in the Vice President’s
Office (Environmental and Union) to
sit in a National Task Force that will
coordinate the national environment
campaign.

GGML’s Environmental Monitoring
Technician, Adili Lukumai attaching
a diffusion tube on a triangle holder
to monitor nitrogen dioxide in the
environment.

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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The newly appointed Geita Regional Commissioner
Rosemary Senyamule visits GGML

O

n 6th July 2021, the newly
appointed Geita Regional
Commissioner
Hon.
Rosemary
Senyamule
paid a familiarization visit to GGML
during which she had a firsthand
tour of different mining operations
at the Company. Accompanied
by both the Regional and District
security committees, the new RC
was interested to learn how GGML
conducts its business in compliance
with set government rules and
regulations.
“I have learned from the Tanzania
media that GGML had been the
recipient of several awards as a
top taxpayer and a leading mining
company in the country. On this
first visit I would like to commend
GGML for the manner in which
you conduct your business and
simultaneously fulfil your corporate
social responsibility obligations,”
said the new Regional Commissioner.
Hon. Rosemary Senyamule was
impressed by the capacity building
program for Geita entrepreneurs run
by GGML in collaboration with the
National Economic Empowerment
Council (NEEC).
“The program to empower Geita
locals to get business opportunities
from GGML is commendable because
it encourages Geita’s sustainability. I
urge GGML to execute more projects
with sustainable impact even after
the life of the mine.”
Presenting on the Company’s
achievements over the past 21 years,
Senior Manager – Partnerships,
Manace
Ndoroma
highlighted
GGML’s
commitment
to
the
sustainable development of the Geita
community.
“We have continuously demonstrated
social
investment
commitment
by actively partnering with the

The newly appointed Geita RC (centre) speaking during her official visit at GGML
Government in improving social
services
including
education,
health, water and roads as well as
other economic activities for the
community surrounding the mine.
GGML has spent over TZS 30 Billion
to execute several community
projects in partnership with the Geita
local authorities after the amendment
of the Mining Act in 2017,” he said.

Hon. Rosemary Senyamule (right)
commending the GGML Managing
Director Richard Jordinson (left) for his
commitment to contribute a lot to the
national economy.
GGML Senior Manager-Partnerships
Manace Ndoroma highlighting
GGML commitment to sustainable
development of the Geita community
in the next 10 years.

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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WOMEN IN MINING: “We refuse to be ordinary, in a
world of extra-ordinaries”

G

eita Gold Mining Limited (GGML)
like many forward thinking
companies have made it a
priority to maintain best practices
in human capital as they navigate the
challenges emerging from the maturing
Tanzanian labour market, by selecting
the best candidates purely on merit and
without gender limitations. The Company
has strong non-discrimination policies and
values the diversity of its workforce which
enables it to actively invest in initiatives
that promote women at the workplace. One
of these initiatives by GGML is sponsoring
its female employees to participate in the
Female Future Program administered by
the Association of Tanzania Employers
(ATE), that prepares them to take up
leadership roles within and outside the
Company.
Young girls today begin life’s journey with
great dreams, but most often in some
instances culture distinguishes these
flames of optimism steering women to
stick to the traditional roles of homemaker
and mother. Consequently, this chips
away at a young woman’s self-belief with
most living their lives not knowing their
true worth.
Today, attitudes are changing, and gender
is not seen as the obstacle it once was,
preventing women from pursuing their
dreams. The key drivers for success today
are determined by aptitude, commitment,
hard work, dedication and a “can do”
attitude.
Josephine Kimambo and Shadya Jamali
are amongst the few women in the mining
industry, forming part of Geita Gold Mining
Limited’s Health, Safety, Environment and
Training (HSE&T) Department. They both
live by the mantra that “an ordinary life
in an extraordinary world is boring and
unfulfilled.” Believing that everyone is
unique and can leave a legacy has proved
from their perspective that gender is not a
barrier as long as they know the purpose
of their existence.

Josephine Kimambo, currently a Senior
Officer, joined GGML in 2012 as a
graduate trainee under the undergraduate
recruitment program. After successfully
completing the program in 2014,
Josephine secured employment and took
up the role of Waste and Chemical Officer
and has enjoyed every minute of her time
working at GGML.
Josephine believes that everyone is an
author to their story and has the power
to make this story a positive or negative
one. Everyone decides whether they will
settle for being ordinary or not. “Anyone
can be extraordinary as long as they are
committed to self-improvement and
personal development.”
“Working in mining as a woman isn’t as
hard as it is perceived. It is a good working
environment; this is because the company
adheres to international standards and
has experts who continue to enhance our
knowledge. There are a lot of opportunities
to grow, but only if one decides to
concentrate their efforts in whatever they
are doing. I would like to encourage other
women working at GGML and those who
wish to join the mining industry to refuse
to be ordinary and refrain from making
excuses for who they are,” said Josephine.
Another member of the HSE&T
Department and Josephine’s colleague
is Environment Officer, Shadya Jamali.
She encourages women to ignore the
misplaced perceptions of working in the
mining industry and should dispel any
self-doubt in order to succeed in forging a
career in the industry.
“To my dear women who are paralyzed by
insecurities or overwhelmed by the odds,
please don’t let fear stop you because
the greatest obstacle in life is fear. As a
woman who works in a male dominated
field, I understand how challenging the
environment could be as we encounter
many hurdles, but we must not accept
defeat easily. Women have a number of

potential roles to play in bringing changes
in their areas and we should get rid of
utopian beliefs that women are only
mothers and not workers. Women can
do both and even more than their male
counterparts”, said Shadya.

Josephine Kimambo (left) and Shadya
Jamali are proud to be amongst the
few women who work in the mining
industry in Tanzania.

According to Shadya, fear poses
a roadblock to success for most,
including women.

Josephine Kimambo believes
commitment to self-improvement is key
to becoming extraordinary.

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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GGML Contributed 500 Cement Bags to Support the
Construction of the Regional Mosque.

O

ne of Geita Gold Mining
Limited’s (GGML) core
values that gives them social
licence to do business in
Tanzania is their commitment to,
“the communities and societies in
which we operate to be better off for
them having been there, and aim to
leave a legacy of enduring value”.
Over the past 20 years GGML has
not only forged and maintained
strong ties with the national and
local government stakeholders but
also with influential community and
religious leaders. GGML has shown
it’s support of a myriad of community
projects with the latest one being
the recent donation of 500 bags of
cement to the ongoing construction
of the Regional Mosque in Geita
town, further “cementing” it’s close
ties with the local community.
This sizeable contribution will aid
the construction of what will be the
first regional mosque, serving the
surrounding areas of Geita town,
that once completed will have an
estimated capacity of 2,500 and be
able to accommodate both female
and male worshipers simultaneously.
At the recent handover ceremony
in Geita Town, in attendance were
representatives from GGML and
the National Muslim Council of
Tanzania’s (BAKWATA), Athuman
Abba Mtunguja. Mr Athuman Abba
Mtunguja,
Regional
Secretary
and Secretary of the construction
committee of BAKWATA was quick
to praise GGML’s involvement, and
reiterated how important GGML’s
contribution is to the mosque
construction project, saying,“we are
at a key stage in the construction,
and these bags of cement are integral
in keeping the project progressing in
a timely manner”

18-wheeler truck delivering 500 bags of cement provided by GGML to region
mosque constructing committee at the site.
“On behalf of the Regional
Construction Committee for Geita
and the local muslim community, we
would like to thank GGML for their
donation of this cement. Also for
their acceptance of the invitation to
Baraza la Eid, the fundraising event
we held earlier this year in May.
At the event GGML pledged 500
bags of cement in support of the
construction, and they were true to
their word, Alhamdulillah today they
delivered on that promise. We thank
GGML for their continued support”,
said Athuman Abba Mtunguja.
GGML maintains constant dialogue
with local and national government
stakeholders, working closely and
taking guidance in development
and planning of corporate social
responsibility projects with the
intention that they are fully inclusive
and serve the Geita community as a
whole.

Bakwata Regional Secretary , Athuman
Mtunguja (left), Zaituni Husseni, JUWAKITA,
Regional chairperson (center) and Mariam
Zuberi Finance officer at Ijumaa mosque
(right)happy recipients of 500 bags of
cement.

GGML representatives, Musa Shunashu &
Frank Humphrey handing a bag of cement
to representatives of the BAKWATA
construction committee .

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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Geita Gold International School children have joined
the COVID-19 awareness campaign.

These are some illustrations by our school children as they create awareness on COVID-19

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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How the Female Future Tanzania Program unleashed
the potential of GGML women.

T

he Association of Tanzania
Employers (ATE) Female
Future Program (FTT) was
launched in 2016 by the then
Vice President and now President
of the United Republic of Tanzania,
H.E Samia Suluhu Hassan. With
the main goal being to strengthen
gender equality in the workplace,
improve womens’ representation
in management decision making
processes as well as draw women to
the top positions in both the private
and public sector.
Amongst the recent beneficiaries of
the FTT program have been GGML’s
Dr. Subira Joseph and Saida Manane.
Dr. Subira Joseph who celebrates
ten years working at GGML, joined
as a staff physician in 2011 and it
took a little while for her to gain the
confidence of her peers. But through
hardwork and dedication, her passion
and commitment for the job shone
through, not only winning the respect
of her colleagues but also becoming
an indispensable member of GGML’s
medical team.
Dr. Subira is proud that she has
carved out a successful career
in what is perceived as a male
dominated industry, and believes that
women should not wait for favours,
empowerment or special treatment in
achieving their dreams.
Dr. Subira Joseph believes, “Women
should be assertive, and take
advantage of any opportunities
and if need be, out work their male
counterparts. Ignore the common
misconception that because the
mining industry is male dominated
that women can’t progress up
the career ladder. I was given an
opportunity by GGML and I am
thankful to them for allowing me to
reach my potential”.
Dr. Subira speaks very highly of the
FTT program and rates it as one of

Dr. Subira Joseph
the best training programs she has
attended. She completed it having
gained invaluable insights in what
it takes to be an exceptional leader.
Dr. Subira confidently says, “I now
understand that leadership happens
at all levels in the company, and
you don’t have to be called a leader
to act as one. I am looking forward
to challenging positions and more
responsibilities, I believe I can add
value.”
Another beneficiary of the Female
Future Tanzania (FFT) program is
Saida Manane who along with Dr.
Subira Joseph cite the training
received through the program as
“career changing” equipping them
with essential leadership skills where
they learnt the importance of setting
goals and also a healthy work-life
balance.
Saida Manane shared her key
takeaways from ATE’s Female Future
Tanzania program,“Through the FFT
program, I have managed to increase
my network of contacts forming
some connections with a number
of phenomenal, inspiring, and very
supportive people that have affected
me in a positive way influencing the
way I view myself and also my career
outlook.”

Saida recites an African proverb, “If
a leader cares about you, he/she
makes sure you build your house on
a rock.” This sums up what the FTT
program has meant to Saida, and
she says, “I am utterly grateful to the
GGML management, HSET team and
my HOD for ensuring I have a rocksolid foundation for my personal and
career development.”

Saida Manane

AngloGold Ashanti-Geita Gold Mine
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